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ABSTRACT

It is generally believed that when the Mozart family arrived in Vienna on  October , they initially may
have spent a night or two in the inn ‘Zum weißen Ochsen’ on Fleischmarkt, then moved for the remainder of
their stay to lodgings on Tiefer Graben, either in a house belonging to Johann Heinrich Ditscher (Otto Erich
Deutsch, ) or one belonging to Gottlieb Friedrich Fischer (Walter Brauneis, ). All modern Mozart
biographies transmit either Deutsch’s claim or Brauneis’s, and many continue to state that the Mozarts stayed
at ‘Zum weißen Ochsen’. We have been able to show that none of these claims has any merit, and no primary
evidence supports them. The notion that the Mozarts stayed at ‘Zum weißen Ochsen’ can be traced back to an
article published in , where it is asserted without evidence; the idea was then popularized in a children’s
story aboutWolfgang. The claim that the Mozarts lodged on Tiefer Graben is based on a fanciful interpretation
of a mistranscribed street name in Schiedermair’s  edition of Leopold Mozart’s letter of  October .

Leopold actually wrote that the family lodged in ‘Fierberggaßl’. We argue that this refers to the still-existing
Färbergasse, and that the Mozarts may have stayed in a house on that street (today the site of Färbergasse ),
with a long narrow wing fitting Leopold’s description of their cramped quarters. We present other new details
about this episode in Wolfgang’s early life, including the identity of a customs official to whom he played a
minuet on the violin, and the literary source of Leopold’s remark that their lodgings were ‘ Schritt lang
und . Schritt breit’. We also discuss the history of the house name ‘Zum rothen Säbel’, which is used incorrectly
in the Mozart literature; at the time of the Mozarts’ visit in , it referred to the house on Färbergasse in
which – we argue – they actually stayed.

In  Leopold Mozart made two trips with his family to show off the rapidly developing musical skills of
his children, Maria Anna (Nannerl) andWolfgang. The family first travelled toMunich, probably in January,
where they stayed for three weeks. According to Maria Anna’s reminiscence of  (our sole source), the
children played for the Bavarian Elector, Maximilian III Joseph, but otherwise nothing is known of this
trip. On  September that same year (according to Maria Anna), the family left Salzburg for Vienna,
where they were to remain for almost three months. Wolfgang was now six and Nannerl eleven. On the
way, the Mozarts stopped for several days in Passau, where Wolfgang (but not Nannerl) played for
Prince-Bishop Joseph Maria von Thun und Hohenstein, receiving from him a gift of ‘one whole ducat’, as
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Leopold sarcastically wrote to Lorenz Hagenauer, his friend and Salzburg landlord. From Passau they then
travelled down the Danube by boat to Linz, where they stayed from  September to  October, and the
children gave what was apparently their first public concert. According to Leopold’s letter to Hagenauer
of  October, the Mozarts left Linz on  October, and continued downstream by what he called the
‘Wasser=ordinaire’ (more commonly referred to at the time as the ‘Ordinari Schiff’), reaching
Mauthausen that evening. Following a short midday stop in Ybbs an der Donau on  October – where
Wolfgang astonished the Franciscan fathers with his organ playing – and an overnight stay in Stein an
der Donau, the Mozarts landed in Vienna on  October at around  p. m.

Everything we know about the Mozarts’ journey to Vienna in , their arrival and their lodgings in the
city derives solely from Leopold’s first three letters to Hagenauer, on October  (sent from Linz), and 
and  October  (sent from Vienna). Just one of these letters, that of  October, is known to survive in
Leopold’s hand; the other two are known only from early copies. Our focus here will be on the two letters
from Vienna, on  and October. Both were first published in Nissen’s biography of Mozart in  – but
the letter of October is given by Nissen in heavily edited form that omits key information, and the portion
of Leopold’s letter of  October that refers to their Viennese lodgings is omitted entirely. The texts of both
letters were first published in full by Ludwig Schiedermair, in his  edition of Leopold’s letters.

On  October Leopold writes:

Bey den anlanden war schon der Bediente des H: Gilowsky zugegen, der in das Schiff kam und
mich dann in das quartier führte. wir eylten aber bald einem Wirthshause zu, um unsern hunger
zu stillen; nachdem wir vorhero unsere Bagage in dem quartier in sicherheit und Ordnung
gebracht. Dahin kam dann auch H: Gilowsky uns zu empfangen. [. . .]

Eins muß ich sonderheitl: anmerken, daß wir bey der schantzlmauth ganz geschwind sind abge-
fertigt und von der Hauptmauth gänzlich dispensirt worden. daran war auch unser H: Woferl
schuld: dann er machte alsogleich seine Vertraulichkeit mit dem H: Mautner, zeigte ihm das
Clavier, machte seine Einladung, spielte ihm auf dem geigerl ein Menuet, und hiemit waren wir
expediert. der Mautner bath sich mit der grösten Höflichkeit die Erlaubniß aus uns besuchen zu
därffen, und notirte sich zu diesem Ende unser quartier.

The servant of Herr Gilowsky was already present when we landed; he came onto the ship and then
led me to our quarters. But we soon hurried to an inn to quiet our hunger, after first bringing our
baggage to safety and good order in our quarters. Herr Gilowsky also came there to greet us.

 ‘Und dafür bekam er einen ganzenDukaten’. LeopoldMozart, letter of October , inWilhelmA. Bauer, Otto Erich
Deutsch and Joseph Heinz Eibl, eds, Mozart: Briefe und Aufzeichnungen (hereafter MBA), seven volumes (Kassel:
Bärenreiter, –), volume , .

 MBA, volume , . An ‘Ordinari Schiff’ was a regularly scheduled boat taking passengers downstream on the Danube;
it was considerably faster than travelling by coach.

 Leopold’s autograph letter of  October  is in the Bibliotheca Mozartiana in Salzburg. The manuscript copies of
his letters of  and  October  are in ‘Abschrift von den Original=Briefen des Leopold Mozarts . . . ’, Berlin,
Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin – Preußischer Kulturbesitz, Mus.ep. Mozart, L. Varia . Scans of this volume are available
online at http://resolver.staatsbibliothek-berlin.de/SBBD ( March ).

 Georg Nikolaus von Nissen, Biographie W. A. Mozart’s (Leipzig: Breitkopf und Härtel, ). The edited version of
Leopold’s letter of  October  is on pages –, and the extract from the letter of  October  is on
pages –.

 Ludwig Schiedermair, Die Briefe W. A. Mozarts und seiner Familie, five volumes (Munich and Leipzig: Georg Müller,
), volume , Die Briefe Leopold Mozarts und der übrigen Familie. The letter of  October  is on pages –
, and the letter of  October  is on pages –.

 MBA, volume , . Nissen’s adulterated version of this letter omits the passage about Gilowsky and their quarters, as
well as the sentence about the custom official’s request to visit. The rest differs in many details from the version inMBA.
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I must make special note of one thing: we were dispatched very quickly through the Schanzlmaut and
were entirely exempted from the Hauptmaut. For this we are indebted to Herr Woferl, who immedi-
ately became an intimate acquaintance of Herr Customs Officer, showed him the clavier, invited him
to visit, and played him a minuet on his little violin, and thus we were expedited. The customs officer,
with utmost politeness, requested permission to visit us, and to this end noted down our address.

The ‘Schanzl’was a strip of land between what is now called the Danube Canal and the old city wall; boats like
the one carrying the Mozarts landed at the Schanzl and passengers disembarked. The Schanzl had its own
customs house (the Schanzlmaut), where arrivals were processed before entering the city through the Schanzl
Gate (Schanzl-Tor). As Leopold implies, arrivals would often continue on to further processing at the main
customs (Hauptmaut), just inside the city wall.

Leopold writes that the servant of Herr Gilowsky met them at the boat, and that Gilowsky himself came to
visit them in their quarters. This is the first reference in the Mozart family correspondence to a name that
subsequently appears often in their letters, that of the Salzburg Gilowskys, who became their intimate
friends. In  only three male members of the Gilowsky family were old enough to have been the person
Leopold is referring to here. Franz Anton Gilowsky (–) held a succession of positions at the
Salzburg court, including steward and court surgeon, and his social standing was thus roughly the same
as Leopold’s. In  Franz Anton had purchased a house in the Getreidegasse, just a few doors down
from the Mozarts, so the two could easily have met by . Leopold writes as if Hagenauer will know
who he means, and Hagenauer would probably also have known the Gilowskys in Getreidegasse.
Alternatively, Leopold might have been referring to Franz Anton’s son from his first marriage, Johann
Joseph Anton Ernst (–); a third possibility is Franz Anton’s younger brother Wenzel Andreas
(–), the father of Franz Xaver and Maria Anna Katharina (‘Katherl’) Gilowsky, who later became
close friends of Wolfgang and Nannerl. To our knowledge, there were no other Gilowskys to whom
Leopold could have been referring at that time, and no evidence that any other Gilowsky was living in
Vienna in . Thus it must have been one of these three men – Franz Anton, Johann Joseph Anton
Ernst, or Wenzel Andreas – who was in Vienna when the Mozarts arrived; at present we cannot say which.

The customs official in Leopold’s anecdote can be identified with reasonable certainty. The Schanzlmaut
had a small staff of its own that was listed in government directories. The directory for  gives the staff as:

 All translations are our own.
 ‘Schanzel’, Wien Geschichte Wiki, https://www.geschichtewiki.wien.gv.at/Schanzel ( March ).

 On the Gilowskys see principally Franz Martin, ‘Beiträge zur Salzburger Familiengeschichte. . Gilowsky von
Urazowa’, Mitteilungen der Gesellschaft für Salzburger Landeskunde  (), –, and Heinz Schuler, ‘Die
Salzburger Familie Gilowsky von Urazowa und ihre Beziehungen zu den Mozarts’, Wiener Figaro  (), –.
The Gilowskys styled themselves ‘Gilowsky von Urazowa’, but their patent of nobility is unconfirmed; according to
Martin, ‘Franz Anton G. († ) besaß laut Verlaßinventar einen Wappenbrief, angeblich von Kaiser Rudolf
II. d. dto. “auf unserm kgl. Prager Schloß am Samstag nach der Vigil s. Jacobi apostoli anno ” für Matthias
Gilowsky von Urazowa. Im Jahre  konnte die Familie den Nachweis ihres Adels nicht erbringen’ (According to
his estate inventory, Franz Anton Gilowsky († ) possessed a letter granting a coat of arms, allegedly from
Emperor Rudolf II, which was presented to Matthias Gilowsky von Urazowa ‘in our royal castle in Prague on
Saturday after the vigil of St James the Apostle in the year ’. In  the family could not produce proof of
their nobility). Martin, ‘Beiträge zur Salzburger Familiengeschichte’, .

 According to the commentary to Leopold’s letter to Hagenauer of October  in theMBA, volume , , Leopold
is ‘wahrscheinlich’ (probably) referring to Johann Joseph Anton Ernst Gilowsky. On the other hand, Heinz Schuler
writes that ‘mit großer Wahrscheinlichkeit’ (with great probability) Leopold was referring to Franz Anton Gilowsky,
and ‘mit etwas geringerer Wahrscheinlichkeit’ (with somewhat less probability) Johann Joseph Anton Ernst. Heinz
Schuler, ‘Mozarts Konzertreisen ’,Mitteilungen der Internationalen StiftungMozarteum /– (), . No evi-
dence or argument is offered in either case.

 The probable identity of Leopold’s ‘H: Mauthner’ has not previously been noted in the Mozart literature.
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Schanzel=Maut=Posto.
Hr. Maximilian Graf, Einnehmer,

log. in dem dortigen Maut=Amt.
Hr. Michael Burger, Gegenschreiber,

log. eben allda.
Hr. Carl Staudinger, Amts=Schrei=

ber, log. in der Haupt=Maut.

Schanzl Customs Station.
Herr Maximilian Graf, Collector,

lives in the customs house there.
Herr Michael Burger, Comptroller,

also lives there.
Herr Carl Staudiger, Secretary, lives

in the main customs house.

The ‘Einnehmer’ (collector) was the head of the Schanzl customs station. It was a resident post, and
Maximilian Graf, the Einnehmer in , lived in house No. , just outside the city wall (see Figure );
the customs station itself was No. . The staff of the Schanzlmaut was supplemented by ‘Beschauer’
(inspectors) from the Roßau customs station.

The directory for  (the next volume currently available online) shows changes in the staff of the
Schanzlmaut:

Schanzel=Maut=Posto.
Hr. Johann Lampel, Einnehmer, log.

in dem dortigen Maut=Amt.
Hr. Johann Michael Burger, Gegen=

schreiber, log. eben allda.
Hr. Friderich Paumgartner, Amts=

Schreiber, log. auf dem alten Bauren=
Marckt, in dem Hüttnerischen Haus.

Schanzl Customs Station
Herr Johann Lampl, Collector,

lives in the customs house there.
Herr Johann Michael Berger,

Comptroller, also lives there.
Herr Friderich Paumgartner,

Secretary, lives on the old Bauern-
markt, in the Hüttnerisches Haus.

 Kayserlich- und Königlicher, wie auch Erz-herzoglicher, dann dero Haupt- und Residenz-Stadt Wien Staats- und
Standes-Calender . . . mit einem Schematismo gezieret (Vienna: Kaliwoda, ), .

 Kayserlich- und Königlicher, wie auch Römisch-Königlicher, und Erz-Herzoglicher, dann dero Haupt- und
Residenz-Stadt Wien Staats- und Standes-Calender . . . mit einem Schematismo (Vienna: Kaliwoda, ), .
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Maximilian Graf, the former Einnehmer, had died on  June  of tuberculosis (‘lunglsucht’).

On  August Johann Lampl (Lampel, Lämpl) married Graf’s widow Maria Anna. That she remarried a
little over two months after her husband’s death may seem like unseemly haste, but the marriage had obvious
immediate advantages for both: Maria Anna would be able to remain in her home at the Schanzlmaut, and
Johann Lampl, the new resident Einnehmer, would have a wife to take care of it. Thus Johann Lampl was
certainly the Einnehmer at the Schanzlmaut when the Mozarts arrived on  October, and he was very likely
the official whom little Wolfgang charmed and who requested permission to visit.

It has not generally been noted in theMozart literature that Leopold’s letter of October  implies that
the family’s lodgings had been arranged before their arrival: Herr Gilowsky (whichever one it may have been)
evidently knew they were coming, knew the expected date and time of their arrival well enough to send his
servant to meet them, and had arranged a place for them to stay. Because their lodgings were already
arranged, the Mozarts were able to give their address to the Einnehmer at the Schanzlmaut so that he
could visit. The family went directly to their lodgings to secure their luggage, and then immediately to an
inn to have something to eat.

Until Leopold’s letter to Hagenauer of October was published in full by Schiedermair in , there was
no known primary evidence on the location of the family’s lodgings in Vienna in . In its issue of 
January  (Mozart’s birthday) the Wiener Theaterzeitung published a short item entitled ‘Die
Mozart-Häuser in Wien’. It begins:

Figure  Joseph Daniel von Huber, ‘Scenographie oder Geometrisch Perspect. Abbildung der Kayl: Königl: Haubt: u:
Residenz Stadt Wien in Oesterreich’ (), the so-called ‘Vogelschauplan’, detail, showing the Schanzl, the
Schanzlmaut (no. ), the residence of the Einnehmer (no. ), and the Schanzl-Tor. Österreichische Akademie
der Wissenschaften, Sammlung Woldan. Used by permission

 Stadt- und Landesarchiv, Vienna, Totenbeschreibamt, Totenbeschauprotokoll , fol. r.
 Unsere Liebe Frau zu den Schotten, Vienna, Trauungsbuch -, fol. v. ‘[margin:] N. . / Copulati / ab R[ever-

endissimo] P[atre] / Cœlestino / O[rdine] S[ancti] B[enedicti] / prof[esso] nostri / Monasterij /  Aug[usti] / [].
[main entry:] Der ehrsame H. Johann Lampl L[edigen] St[andes] ein K. K. Mauth / Collectant, allhier gebürtig, wohn-
haft zu Mölckh in V[order] O[esterreich] / Nimbt zur Ehee die Ehr, und Tugendsame FrauMariam / AnnamGräfin, v
[on]Welß in O[ber] O[esterreich] gebürtig, wohnhaft / beÿm Schäntzl:Waÿl[and] H.Maximilian Graf eines g[e]westen
/ K. K. Mauth Einnehmer[s] beÿn Schäntzl seel[ig] hinterlassene / Wüttib [ . . . ]’

 Schuler, ‘Mozarts Konzertreisen’, , notes that the Mozarts’ accommodation had probably been arranged ahead of
time.
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B. Das erste Haus in Wien, welches Mozart’s Fuß betrat, war das Einkehrwirthshaus ‘zum weißen
Ochsen’ (heute ‘zur Stadt London’,) am alten Fleischmarkt, damals die Nummer  tragend, jetzt
Nr. . Es geschah, als imHerbste des Jahres Mozart’s Vater mit seiner Familie auf der ersten
Kunstreise von München aus über Linz nach Wien ging.

B. The first house in Vienna in whichMozart set foot was the inn ‘Zumweißen Ochsen’ (today ‘Zur
Stadt London’) on the old Fleischmarkt, at that time No. , now No. . It happened in the
autumn of the year , when Mozart’s father and his family made their first artistic tour from
Munich by way of Linz to Vienna.

(The writer incorrectly conflates the Mozarts’ trip to Munich in  with their first trip to Vienna.) The
notion that the Mozarts stayed at the inn ‘Zum weißen Ochsen’ was taken up in a fictionalized story by
Moriz Bermann published in , ‘Mozart und Erzherzogin Maria Antoinette als Brautleute’, where it is
implied that theMozarts stayed in the inn during their entire sojourn in Vienna. Bermann published a lightly
adapted version of the same story in  in the Illustrirte Jugend-Zeitung, a children’s magazine.

Although the item in theWiener Theaterzeitung in  is not explicitly attributed, the initial ‘B’may pro-
vide a clue to its author. Such initials appear sporadically in theWiener Theaterzeitung at this time and prob-
ably refer to specific authors, but no key is given. Adolf Bäuerle, founding editor of the newspaper, might
seem to be a candidate, but he had died in Basel on  September . On  January , three weeks before
the appearance of the Mozart item, the Wiener Theaterzeitung published an article attributed to (presum-
ably) the same ‘B’ that referred to a meeting of the Österreichisches Kunstverein on  December .

So ‘B’ cannot have been Bäuerle. Bermann himself might be a possibility, but at present we have no evidence
that he ever wrote for theWiener Theaterzeitung. Whoever the author of theMozart itemmay have been, this
is the earliest known source for the claim that the Mozarts stayed at ‘Zum weißen Ochsen’ in . It is pos-
sible that the claim was an invention.

This might easily have remained a forgotten curiosity of the nineteenth century, but the item was quoted
(citing the Wiener Theaterzeitung) in the extensive categorical bibliography for the article on Mozart pub-
lished in  in Wurzbach’s Biographisches Lexikon des Kaiserthums Oesterreich; Wurzbach then published
the Mozart article as a separate book the following year, and this book long remained a standard reference.

At some point, the source in the Wiener Theaterzeitung came to be forgotten, and some scholars even sug-
gested that the notion that the Mozarts stayed at ‘Zum weißen Ochsen’ might be an oral tradition, although
there is no evidence for this. Oddly enough, credit for the claim has also been given to Otto Jahn, even
though ‘Zumweißen Ochsen’ is not mentioned in any edition of his biography of Mozart. Therewas indeed
an inn ‘Zumweißen Ochsen’ in the eighteenth century, at what (in ) becameNo. I (now Fleischmarkt

 Wiener Theaterzeitung / (Friday,  January ), .
 Moriz Bermann, ‘Mozart und Erzherzogin Maria Antoinette als Brautleute’, Illustrirtes Haus- und Familien-Buch

(Vienna: Verlag der typografisch-literarisch-artistischen Anstalt, ), –; Moriz Bermann, ‘Berühmte
Kinder der alten und neuen Zeit: Mozart’, Illustrirte Jugend-Zeitung / (Saturday,  December ), [–].
Bermann sets the story in September . The Mozarts did not arrive in Vienna until  October.

 Wiener Theaterzeitung / (Friday,  January ), .
 Constant von Wurzbach, ‘Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus’, Biographisches Lexikon des Kaiserthums Oesterreich, sixty vol-

umes, volume  (Vienna: k. k. Hof- und Staatsdruckerei, ), ; Constant von Wurzbach,Mozart-Buch (Vienna:
Wallishausser, ), .

 See Heinz Schöny, ‘Mozarts Wiener Wohnungen’, Österreichische Musikzeitschrift / (April ), , repeated in
Helmut Kretschmer, Mozarts Spuren in Wien (Vienna: J & V Edition, ), .

 See Schöny, ‘Mozarts Wiener Wohnungen’, ; Schöny may have been the source for Walther Brauneis’s identical claim
in his annotations toHuber’s ‘Vogelschauplan’ of Vienna, inMozart: Bilder und Klänge. . Salzburger Landes-Ausstellung,
Schloss Klessheim Salzburg, . März bis . November  (Salzburg: Salzburger Landesausstellungen, ), .
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 and Postgasse ); but there is no evidence that the Mozarts ever stayed there. Nevertheless, the notion
became deeply embedded in the secondary and reference literature, and it is still often repeated today.

In his letter of  October , Leopold informed Hagenauer where they were staying and gave a vivid
description of their cramped quarters. This passage was not, however, published until , when it appeared
in Schiedermair’s edition:

Vor allem aber wissen Sie, wo ich wohne? – Ich wohne in Fierberggaßl ohnweit der hochen Bruken
im Tischler-Hause im ersten Stock. Das zim[m]er ist  Schritt lang, und . Schritt breit. – Sie
lachen? – uns ist es in der That nicht lächerlich[,] wenn wir einander auf die Hün[n]er Augen tret-
ten. Noch weniger ist es lächerlich, wenn mich der Bub, und meine Frau das Mädl wo nicht über
das armselige Beth herunterwerfen, doch auch uns wenigst alle Nacht ein paar Rippen eintretten.
jedes unserer Bether hat meine  und ½ Spann: und dieser erstaunliche Pallast ist noch durch eine
Wand in . Theile getheilt, in deren jeden eines dieser grossen Bether stehet, gedult! wir sind in
Wien.

But above all, do you know where I am living? – I am living in Fierberggaßl not far from Hohe
Brücke in the Tischler-Haus in the first floor. The room is one thousand paces long and one
pace wide. – You laugh? – For us it is in fact not amusing, when we step on each other’s toes. It
is even less amusing when the boy throws me every which way in the pathetic bed, or the girl
does the same to my wife, and at least once every other night they also kick a couple of our ribs.
Each of our beds is  and ½ of my spans wide; and this astonishing palace is divided into two
parts by a wall, in each of which stands one of these big beds. Patience! We are in Vienna.

Schiedermair’s transcription of this letter differs from the one given here in one tiny but crucial detail:
Schiedermair gives the street name as ‘Hierberggaßl’, which is not a plausible match for any street name
in Vienna at that time. The corrected form ‘Fierberggaßl’ was first published in the new complete edition
of the Mozart family correspondence in . It is not difficult to see why Schiedermair might have mistaken
the scribe’s ‘F’ for an ‘H’; but comparison with the ‘F’ in ‘Füssen’ on the second page of the same letter shows
unequivocally that the reading should be ‘Fierberggaßl’ (see Figure ).

So far as we know, the first scholar to attempt to use this passage to pinpoint the location of the Mozarts’
lodgings in  was Otto Erich Deutsch, in Mozart: Die Dokumente seines Lebens, published in ; this
was the year before the publication of the corrected transcription, and Deutsch seems still to have relied on
Schiedermair’s edition. As a Vienna native, Deutsch would have found Schiedermair’s ‘Hierberggaßl’ unin-
telligible, so he ignored it, focusing instead on Leopold’s ‘Tischler-Haus’. ‘Tischler’ is an ordinary German
word meaning ‘carpenter’ or ‘cabinetmaker’, and in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, several build-
ings in Vienna and its suburbs were referred to as ‘Tischler-Haus’ or ‘Tischlerisches Haus’ at one time or
another. But none of these was in the vicinity of Hohe Brücke, so Deutsch (or perhaps his source, if he
had one) hypothesized that Leopold’s ‘Tischler’ was a corruption of the name ‘Ditscher’. At the time of
the Mozarts’ visit in , a hatmaker named Johann Heinrich Ditscher (also ‘Titscher’) owned the house

 Superscript Roman numerals on house numbers refer to successive numbering schemes used in Vienna: (I) from 

until  July  (the so-called ‘Konskriptionsnummern’); (II) from  July  until ; and (III) from  until
. At the time of the Mozarts’ visit to Vienna in , houses were not yet numbered.

 MBA, volume , –. Our transcription differs slightly from the one given in MBA: we have given the sentence in
underline as it appears in the original, rather than in italics, and we have resolved abbreviations using square brackets
(as in ‘zim[m]er’), rather than silently, as in MBA. Otherwise, the transcription of this passage in MBA is correct.

 In this article, floors are referred to using the European system: ground floor, first floor, second floor.
 Schiedermair, Briefe, volume , . Schiedermair’s transcription has several other trivial differences from the one that

appears inMBA. Schöny, ‘Mozarts Wiener Wohnungen’, , has ‘Hierberggaßl’; Emily Anderson and C. B. Oldman,
The Letters of Mozart & His Family, three volumes (London: Macmillan, ), volume , , has ‘Hierberggasse’.
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that became No. I in Tiefer Graben, quite near Hohe Brücke (see Figure ). Deutsch guessed, then, that
the Mozarts must have stayed in Ditscher’s house (the site is today Tiefer Graben ), but he stated this in
Dokumente as if it were a fact:

Ob die Familie die erste Nacht oder die ersten Tage im Gasthof ‘Zum weißen Ochsen’ am
Fleischmarkt verbracht hat, ist ungewiß. Jedenfalls wohnten sie Mitte Oktober am Tiefen
Graben ( jetzt Nr. ) im Hause des Johannes Heinrich Ditscher.

Whether the family spent the first night or the first days in the inn ‘Zum weißen Ochsen’ on
Fleischmarkt is uncertain. In any case, by mid-October they were staying in Tiefer Graben (now
No. ) in the house of Johann Heinrich Ditscher.

Deutsch’s statement implies (although he does not say so) that Schiedermair’s ‘Hierberggaßl’ was a corrupt
(and quite implausible) rendering of ‘Tiefer Graben’. Nevertheless, Deutsch’s ‘Ditscher’ thesis of  came
to be generally accepted for the next thirty years, and it was adopted in the second edition of Emily
Anderson’s translation of the Mozart family letters in . Although Deutsch was one of the editors of
the  publication of Mozart: Briefe und Aufzeichnungen, where Schiedermair’s reading was corrected
to ‘Fierberggaßl’, the commentary to Leopold’s letter of  October in the new edition (the commentary
was published in ) unaccountably retains Deutsch’s implausible ‘Ditscher’ thesis, and continues to
ignore the street name. No one seems to have noticed that Ditscher’s house, No. I in Tiefer Graben,

Figure  Manuscript copy of Leopold Mozart’s letter to Lorenz Hagenauer of  October , in: ‘Abschrift von den
Original=Briefen des Leopold Mozarts . . . ’, detail, pages  (‘Fierberggaßl’) and  (‘Füssen’). Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin –

Preußischer Kulturbesitz. Used by permission

 Paul Harrer-Lucienfeld, ‘Wien, seine Häuser, Menschen und Kultur’, eight volumes (typescript –,
Wienbibliothek, Vienna), volume , part , . This can be viewed online at https://www.digital.wienbibliothek.at/
wbrobv/content/pageview/ ( March ).

 Deutsch, Mozart: Dokumente, .
 Emily Anderson, The Letters of Mozart and His Family, second edition, prepared by A. Hyatt King andMonica Carolan

(London: Macmillan, ), volume , , note . Anderson’s translation retains ‘carpenter’s house’, as in the first
edition.
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was relatively small and square (roughly  x metres), and an unlikely match for Leopold’s description of
their long and narrow accommodation.

It is much more likely that ‘Fierberggaßl’ refers to Färbergasse, a short street parallel to Tiefer Graben, run-
ning between AmHof andWipplingerstraße. A house on Färbergasse is a better match for Leopold’s descrip-
tion; it is the house that came to be numbered  (on the site of what is now Färbergasse ; see Figure ),
which had a long and narrow wing extending back from the main house. Because it was just one street away

Figure  Joseph Anton Nagel, ‘Grund Riß Der Kaÿ. Königl. Residenz Stadt Wien . . . ’ (engraving, ), detail, showing
the five houses discussed in this article: No. I, ‘Zum rothen Säbel’ (II, III, today Färbergasse ); No. I (II,
III, today Wipplingerstraße /Färbergasse ); No. I (II, III, today Tiefer Graben ); No. I (II, III,
today Tiefer Graben ); No. I (II, III, today Tiefer Graben ). On Viennese house numberings see note .
Vienna, Stadt- und Landesarchiv. Used by permission

 The house No. I is described in Stadt- und Landesarchiv, Vienna, Steueramt B/, fols v–r, reflecting the
state of the house and its inhabitants in /. It had four floors, with three shops on the ground floor, one apart-
ment with three rooms on the first floor, one apartment with four rooms on the second floor and one apartment with
two rooms on the third floor.
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and around the corner fromHohe Brücke, it can reasonably be said to be ‘not far’ from it, as Leopold writes.

At the time of the Mozarts’ visit, Färbergasse was more commonly referred to as ‘Färbergaßl’ (or some
variant of that diminutive). It is also a relatively obscure street, not one that an out-of-town visitor such
as Leopold would likely have heard of or read about – nor would there have been any reason for him to
have seen the name of the street written down, once he was there. Thus his spelling in his letter to
Hagenauer would have been a phonetic rendering of what Leopold thought he heard. In standard
German ‘Färb’ is pronounced /fε:ɐb/, with the main vowel /ε/ diphthongized by the following ‘r’. In the
Bavarian dialect region (to which Viennese belongs), the tongue in this initial front vowel can tend to be
placed higher than in standard German, moving the vowel in the direction of /ɪ/ (as in English ‘bit’) or
even /i/ (as in English ‘beet’) and thus taking ‘Färb’ closer to /fɪ:ɐb/ or /fi:ɐb/. So it is plausible that
Leopold thought he had heard ‘Fierberggaßl’ and thus spelled it that way. He would have had no reason
to know that the street took its name from the dyers (Färber) who lived and worked there in the sixteenth
century, and he would have had no reason to correct his spelling on that basis.

In the eighteenth century, house No. I in Färbergasse was owned by a series of cutlers
(Messerschmiede), and early in the century the house gained an appropriate ‘Schild’ name, ‘Zum rothen
Säbel’ (At the Red Sabre; see Figure ). The house was nestled between what was at that time the
Bürgerliches Zeughaus on Färbergasse (No. I) and house No. I on the corner of Fäbergasse and
Wipplingerstraße (now the site of Wipplingerstraße /Färbergasse ). The Mozarts stayed in No. I in
, and Wolfgang and Constanze also lived there for a time in . When the Mozarts visited Vienna
in , ‘Zum rothen Säbel’ (No. I) was owned by Agnes Erhardt, the widow of Sebastian Erhardt,
who had died on  March ; Sebastian, a ‘Langmesserschmied’ (long-knife smith), was in turn the
son of cutler Anton Erhardt, the previous owner of the house.

There is considerable confusion in the Mozart literature over the name ‘Zum rothen Säbel’. It is almost
universally said today that the house on the corner of Färbergasse and Wipplingerstraße – No. I in
Mozart’s day – was called ‘Zum rothen Säbel’. In fact, it was never called this during Mozart’s lifetime.
This name was not applied to that house until well into the nineteenth century: the earliest instance we

 As described in Stadt- und Landesarchiv, Vienna, Steueramt B/, fols v–r, house No. I had three floors,
with four apartments on the ground floor, one of which had a guest room (‘Gastzimmer’; perhaps the ‘Bierhaus’ in
Figure ); four apartments on the first floor (three with two rooms and one with just a single room); and one apartment
on the second floor. The description does not specify which apartments were in the main house and which were in the
long and narrow extension. In his letter of  October , Leopold Mozart specifies that they are staying ‘im ersten
Stock’ (on the first floor). If we are correct in surmising that the Mozarts stayed in the house that became No. I, they
would have been in one of the two-room apartments on the first floor.

 The symbols used here are from the International Phonetic Alphabet.
 For example, in the sixteenth century, the house that came to be No. I had been owned by dyers Hanns

Lachsendorffer and then Georg Veyal; see Harrer-Lucienfeld, ‘Wien, seine Häuser, Menschen und Kultur’, volume
, part , . This is viewable online at https://www.digital.wienbibliothek.at/wbrobv/content/pageview/ (
March ).

 The earliest instance we have found of ‘rother Säbel’ applied to No. I is in the death notice for Juliana Stainer on 

January ,Wienerisches Diarium  (), []. Most eighteenth-century references use this nominative form, or
give ‘beym rothen Säbel’. ‘Zum rothen Säbel’ is used here for convenience in an English-language context.

 Sebastian Erhardt’s death is reported in theWienerisches Diarium  (Saturday, March ), []. For the history of
the ownership of No. I see Harrer-Lucienfeld, ‘Wien, seine Häuser, Menschen und Kultur’, volume , part , –
. This is viewable online at https://www.digital.wienbibliothek.at/wbrobv/content/pageview/ ( March
).

 In the second edition of his Mozart biography, Otto Jahn identifies the house on the corner of Wipplingerstraße and
Färbergasse (No. I in Mozart’s time) as ‘zum rothen Säbel’. See the appendix ‘MozartsWohnungen inWien’ in Otto
Jahn,W. A.Mozart, second edition (Leipzig: Breitkopf undHärtel, ), volume , . This is probably the root of the
error in the subsequent Mozart literature.
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have found is an advertisement in the Wiener Zeitung on  February  for a new wine tavern
(Wein-Ausschank). For some decades thereafter the name ‘Zum rothen Säbel’ was confusingly applied
to both houses (by then, No. I on Färbergasse had become No. III, and No. I on the corner had
become No. III). The wine tavern in the house on the corner became celebrated in the nineteenth cen-
tury, and came to be known as the ‘Sabelkeller’ (often with no umlaut), which was said (perhaps fancifully) to
have a historical connection with the famous Bänkelsänger of the seventeenth century, ‘Lieber Augustin’. The
house was demolished in .

No floor plan survives for house No. I in Färbergasse as it was at the time of the Mozarts’ visit in .
However, a floor plan does survive for a new three-storey house built on the site in  (Figure ).

According to a long-standing stipulation on the owner, any modification to the house on this site was obliged
to preserve the narrow gap between it and the rear of house No. II (I); for that reason, the width of the

Figure  Joseph Daniel von Huber, Vogelschau der Inneren Stadt, Vienna (), detail, showing the street name
(‘Færbergasse’) and house No. I, with the inscription ‘Roter Sabl / Bierhaus’. (Spellings in the annotations have been
standardized.) Österreichische Akademie der Wissenschaften, Sammlung Woldan. Used by permission

 Wiener Zeitung  (Thursday,  February ), .
 See, for example, Neues, verbessertes und vermehrtes Häuser-Schema der k. k. Haupt- und Residenzstadt Wien (Vienna:

Singer und Goering, ), where the house on Färbergasse (No.  at that time) is called ‘rothen Säbel’ on page ,
and the house on the corner of Wipplingerstraße (No.  at that time) is called ‘z. rothen Säbel’ on page .

 Stadt- und Landesarchiv, Vienna, Unterkammeramt, alte Baukonsense, /,  July .
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extension in the new construction remained just as narrow as it had been in the previous house. Indeed,
even in its modern incarnation, the house on this site (Färbergasse ) retains this long and narrow extension
behind (Figure ).

For convenience of comparison, in Figure  we have placed the scale beneath the plan of the first floor. The
scale is in Klafter, a standard unit for measuring length in Vienna at that time, equal to . metres; one
Klafter consisted of  Viennese Fuß (each equal to . m), as shown in the subdivisions at the left end of
the scale. The rooms in the extension are laid out in what is called, in the American South, ‘shotgun’ style,
with a single line of rooms, one leading to the next; this is the only realistic choice for such a long and narrow
structure. The two main rooms on the first floor of the extension are each just under  Klafter long (.m=
. ft) and around Klafter  Fuß wide (.m= . ft). The two rooms were connected via a single door-
way; the combined length of the two rooms, including the width of the dividing walls, was nearly  Klafter
(around  m, or roughly  ft), and this layout would certainly have made the space seem long and narrow.
The layout also matches Leopold’s description: ‘und dieser erstaunliche Pallast ist noch durch eine Wand in
. Theile getheilt, in deren jeden eines dieser grossen Bether stehet’ (and this astonishing palace is divided by
a wall into two parts, in each of which stands one of these big beds). Leopold writes that each bed is  ½
of ‘his’ hand spans in width. In the eighteenth century, a ‘Spann’ was generally equivalent to two ‘Faust’ or two-
thirds of a Fuß. Inmodern terms, a Spann was around mm, so ½ Spann were around mm, or a bit less
than one metre. A bed of that width, if pushed flush against the wall in one of the rooms on the first-floor of the
extension, would have left just over  metres of floor space ( just over  ft) between the bed and the opposite
wall. This layout might well have seemed cramped for four people, with their luggage and a keyboard.

In describing their lodgings in Vienna in , Leopold exaggerates the odd layout by writing: ‘das zimmer
ist  Schritt lang, und . Schritt breit’ (The room is one thousand paces long and one pace wide).

Figure  Floor plan of the new construction at No. II (I) in Färbergasse, , detail, showing the first floor, with
the plan’s Klafter scale superimposed. Vienna, Stadt- und Landesarchiv. Used by permission

 Stadt- und Landesarchiv, Vienna, Patrimonialherrschaften, Grundbuch B., fol. v. The gap between the houses was
mandated to be  Schuh =  Fuß (= .m or . ft).

 On the units of measurement see ‘Klafter’, Wien Geschichte Wiki, https://www.geschichtewiki.wien.gv.at/Klafter (
March ). Conversion factors are rounded to four decimal places; calculations in what follows have been rounded
to two decimal places.

 MBA, volume , .
 MBA, volume , .
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Wolfgang used a nearly identical phrase a little over twenty years later in his letter to Leopold of  January
, describing the apartment in which he and Constanze were living in the ‘Herbersteinisches Haus’ (No.
I on Wipplingerstraße, not far from No. I and No. I): ‘Nun da habe ich ein zimmer –  schritt
lang und einen breit’ (Now I have a room there – one thousand paces long and one wide). That house, while
not having a long extension like No. I, did have an odd external shape and may have had oddly shaped
rooms that prompted Wolfgang’s description.

These two widely separated uses of the phrase by Leopold and Wolfgang have led some scholars to claim
that it was – as the commentary to Leopold’s letter of October  puts it – ‘eine scherzhaft übertreibende
Redensart der Mozarts’ (a jocularly exaggerated saying of the Mozarts), implying that it was used only
within the family. But the phrase in fact has a source: a pedantically humorous anecdote published in the
collection Ergötzlicher Aber Lehr= und Sittsamer auch von allerhand Unsauberkeiten und überlästigen
Infamien rein bewahrter Burger=Lust (Delightful – but Edifying, Proper and Kept Free of Every Sort of
Uncleanness and Incommodious Infamy – Diversion for Citizens), the title of an edition published in
Augsburg in . This collection, with slight variants of the same title, can be traced back to the mid-
seventeenth century, and it was reissued many times in many editions. In the Augsburg edition of ,
the anecdote reads:

Ein Edelmann war ein schändlicher Lügner und wann er gleich den größten Schnitzer brauchte,
muste doch sein Diener solchen helffen bejahen, der es aber nicht länger thun wollte, mit
Vermelden, daß sie alle beyde bey so handgreiflichen Unwahrheiten eine höchste Schand
hätten. Der Edelmann entschuldiget sich, daß ers sich so angewöhnt hätte, und selber nicht
merken könnte, der Diener soll ein andermahl, wann er, der Edelmann, wieder etwas zu erzehlen
anfieng, daß ers abnehmen möchte, er würde es zu grob machen, solte er hinter ihm stehend ihn
heimlich stossen, so wolle er in der Erzehlung schon behutsamer gehen. Was geschicht? Als bey
einer Adelichen Zusammenkunft einer diß, der ander etwas anders, so er in frembden Landen
gesehen, erzehlte, fieng dieser Lugen=Schmied an zu erzehlen, wie er in Welschland eine
Kirche, tausend Schritte lang, gesehen, und in diesem stosset ihn der Diener, worüber er dermassen
erschrickt, daß er in der Lugen nicht mehr weiß fortzukommen, sondern damit abbricht,

Figure  Façade of Färbergasse  and an external view of the long and narrow extension behind. The width of the exten-
sion is the distance between the left edge of the façade and the main entry door on the left. (Photos: Michael Lorenz)

 MBA, volume , .
 MBA, volume , .
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sprechend: Ein Schritt breit: dessen die anderen alle anfiengen zu lachen, fürgebend, was das für
eine Kirchen, tausend Schritte lang, und nur einen Schritt breit, seyn müsse? Entschuldiget er
sich, sein Diener hätte ihn gestossen, sonst wollte er sie viereckigt gemacht haben.

A nobleman was an infamous liar, and whenever he was about to need the biggest fib, his servant
had to agree to affirm it; but he did not want to do this anymore, and announced that they both had
very great shame from such palpable untruths. The nobleman apologized that he had become so in
the habit of this that he could not notice it himself, so next time that he, the nobleman, again began
to tell a story that the servant thought might become too outlandish, he should stand behind him
and secretly poke him, so that he would proceed more carefully with the story. What happened?
When at a gathering of aristocrats, one told of what he had seen in foreign lands and another
told of something else he had seen there, this lie-smith began to tell how in Italy he had seen a
church a thousand paces long. And at this point the servant poked him, which frightened him
so much that he did not know how to proceed with the lie, but instead broke off, saying: One
pace wide. At which all the others began to laugh, asking: what sort of church must it be that is
a thousand paces long and one pace wide? He apologized, saying that his servant had poked
him, otherwise he would have made it square.

This anecdote appeared in an edition of the collection as early as , and it is present in every edition we have
seen, differing only in spellings and inconsequential details. Although this book is not known to have been in
Leopold’s personal library, his use of the phrase strongly suggests that he knew the book (or at least knew the
phrase as a proverbial expression) and that he probably expected Hagenauer to recognize the reference. But
Leopold goes on to write to Hagenauer that this time it is no joke. Their quarters are so narrow that they are
stepping on each other’s toes, because (he implies) the beds take upmuch of the width of the rooms. They have
to sleep two to a bed, Wolfgang with Leopold, and Nannerl with her mother; the beds, while too wide for the
space, are too narrow for two, and Wolfgang is kicking him in the ribs and tossing him all over the bed. The
rooms in the first floor of the extension of house No. I match well with this description.

Houses on this site in Färbergasse were associated with at least two other notable people. Just sevenmonths
after the Mozarts left Vienna, Dorothea Sardi (baptized  August ) was born in the house that would
soon be numbered . She went on to become a member of the Italian opera company of the Viennese
court theatre; under her married name, Dorothea Bussani, she created the roles of Cherubino in the first pro-
duction of Mozart’s Le nozze di Figaro in  and Despina in the first production of his Così fan tutte in
. The prominent psychiatrist and writer Baron Ernst von Feuchtersleben was born in the new house
on this site on  April .

 Ergötzlicher Aber Lehr= und Sittsamer auch von allerhand Unsauberkeiten und überlästigen Infamien rein bewahrter
Burger=Lust (Augsburg: Andreas Brinhaußer, ), –.

 A version of the anecdote published in  is transcribed in Elfriede Moser-Rath, “Lustige Gesellschaft”: Schwank und
Witz des . und . Jahrhunderts in kultur- und sozialgeschichtlichem Kontext (Stuttgart: Metzler, ), ; that ver-
sion shows only inconsequential differences from the one given here. On page Moser-Rath gives detailed notes on
the publication history of the anecdote and its sources. The earliest attested edition of Burger=Lust dates from ; see
Moser-Rath, “Lustige Gesellschaft”, .

 On Leopold’s estate see Rudolph Angermüller, ‘Leopold Mozarts Verlassenschaft’, Mitteilungen der Internationalen
Stiftung Mozarteum /– (), –; the books are discussed on pages –.

 Unsere Liebe Frau zu den Schotten, Vienna, Taufbuch, -, fol. r.
 Am Hof, Vienna, Taufbuch, -, fol. .
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In Walther Brauneis published a new hypothesis on the location of the Mozarts’ lodgings in .

Brauneis took Leopold’s ‘Tischler-Haus’ to refer not to Ditscher, as Deutsch had claimed, but rather to
coppersmith Gottlieb Friedrich Fischer, who owned two houses on Tiefer Graben: No. I (today Tiefer
Graben ), adjacent to Ditscher’s house, and No. I (today Tiefer Graben ). Brauneis simply states
as fact that the Mozarts stayed in No. I in , writing: ‘Die bisherige Identifizierung des
Mozart-Quartiers mit Nr.  (Eigentümer: Johann Heinrich Ditscher) ist nicht weiter aufrechtzuerhalten’
(The previous identification of the Mozarts’ quarters with No.  (owner: Johann Heinrich Ditscher) cannot
be sustained). He offers no real evidence or explanation, but his reasoning seems to have been that the
Mozarts had known at least one member of the Fischer family since at least , and Leopold and
Wolfgang stayed in one of Fischer’s houses in ; ergo the Mozarts must have known him and stayed
in one of his houses in . However, there is no evidence that the Mozarts knew Fischer in  or that
they stayed in one of his houses during that visit; this is another unsubstantiated claim that again ignores
Leopold’s inconvenient ‘Fierberggaßl’, thereby implicitly assuming (implausibly) that it is a corruption of
‘Tiefer Graben’. It also implies that Leopold mistakenly wrote ‘Tischler’ for ‘Fischer’ – a mistake Leopold
is not likely to have made for a family that the Mozarts are said to have known. The tax assessment of
– shows that No. I had just two floors: a workshop and a storage room on the ground floor,
and a single three-room apartment on the first floor that was a residence and unlikely to have been where
the Mozarts stayed in . So this hypothesis has nothing in its favour, and is almost certainly wrong.

Yet Brauneis’s revisionist (and as we now know, probably incorrect) view has been universally accepted in
the secondaryMozart literature published since . It is adopted by Heinz Schuler, for example, in his 
article on the Mozarts’ sojourn in Vienna in . Helmut Kretschmer, in his  pamphlet Mozarts
Spuren in Wien, followed Deutsch in placing the Mozarts in Ditscher’s house (No. I) in ; but in a
new edition published in , Kretschmer changed to Brauneis’s view, placing the Mozarts in Fischer’s
house. This thesis was also adopted in a book published in  by Rudolph Angermüller, who went so
far as to omit the troublesome ‘Fierberggaßl’ from his quotation of the relevant passage in Leopold’s letter.

But this revisionist view, in addition to its other implausibilities, overlooks the fact that both of Fischer’s
houses on Tiefer Graben had essentially the same small and square footprint as Ditscher’s, and were just
as unlikely matches for Leopold’s description of the family’s long and narrow quarters in .

Wehave not yet been able to explain Leopold’s ‘Tischler-Haus’. It is true that house No. I in Färbergasse
belonged to the TischlerGeorg Pämb for a short time in the late sixteenth century. But this was certainly too
long ago and too brief an association to have left any trace in the oral tradition of the eighteenth century, and
there is no evidence that it did. We have found no evidence that the names ‘Tischler-Haus’ or
‘Tischlerisches-Haus’ were ever used at any time to refer to house No. I, to any other house on
Färbergasse – or for that matter, to any house on Tiefer Graben. It may simply be that Leopold was mistaken
or had misheard, or that the copyist of Leopold’s letter mistranscribed what Leopold had written in the lost

 Brauneis, ‘Vogelschauplan’, Mozart: Bilder und Klänge, .
 Figure  shows that the transcription ‘Tischler’ is certainly correct.
 Stadt- und Landesarchiv, Vienna, Steueramt B/, fols v–r.
 Schuler, ‘Mozarts Konzertreisen ’, .
 Kretschmer, Mozarts Spuren in Wien, ; Helmut Kretschmer, Mozarts Spuren in Wien, Wiener Geschichtsblätter,

Beiheft  (), .
 ‘Leopold Mozart an Johann Lorenz Hagenauer am . Oktober : “[ . . . ] im Tischler-Hause [!] im ersten Stock”’.

Rudolph Angermüller,Mozarts Reisen in Europa, – (Bad Honnef: K. H. Bock, ), . Angermüller omits
the reference to ‘Fieberggaßl’ and then marks ‘Tischler-Hause’ as an (allegedly) self-evident error.

 In the tax assessment of /, No. I (which still belonged to Fischer) is described as having three floors, with
three shops on the ground floor, a single two-room apartment on the first floor and a single two-room apartment on the
second floor. Stadt- und Landesarchiv, Vienna, Steueramt B/, fols v–r.

 Harrer-Lucienfeld, ‘Wien, seine Häuser, Menschen und Kultur’, volume , part ,  https://www.digital.
wienbibliothek.at/wbrobv/content/pageview/ ( March ).
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original. But if this is indeed what Leopold wrote, the error is puzzling, because he would have needed to give
Hagenauer the correct house name as a return address: houses in Vienna did not yet have numbers in .
In spite of this caveat, the hypothesis that the Mozarts stayed in No. I is a good fit with all other known
evidence, and we feel that a hypothesis with one unexplained piece of evidence is preferable to hypotheses
that require reading Leopold’s ‘Tischler’ as a corruption of ‘Ditscher’ or ‘Fischer’, imply a highly implausible
reading of Leopold’s ‘Fierberggaßl’ as ‘Tiefer Graben’ and ignore his description of their long and narrow
quarters.

On the currently accepted view, when the Mozarts arrived in Vienna on  October , they initially
stayed for one or more nights at the inn ‘Zum weißen Ochsen’, then moved for the remainder of their
visit to No. I in Tiefer Graben (today the site of Tiefer Graben ), a house belonging to Gottlieb
Friedrich Fischer. Our analysis suggests that no part of this view has any merit. As we have shown, there
is no primary evidence for the claim, apparently first made in , that the Mozarts stayed at ‘Zum
weißen Ochsen’; the claim may well have been invented, although it has been remarkably persistent in the
Mozart literature. The claim that the Mozarts stayed in one of Fischer’s houses in  likewise has no pri-
mary evidence to support it, and requires an implausible explanation for Leopold’s reference to ‘Fierberggaßl’
(an explanation that is never explicitly stated, probably because of its implausibility). The combination of the
two claims has no support in the known evidence and requires us to ignore the clear implication of Leopold’s
letter of  October : that the Mozarts, upon arriving in Vienna, went directly to accommodation that
had already been arranged by Herr Gilowsky, and that they remained there for the duration of their visit.

We propose instead that the Mozarts stayed in the house ‘Zum rothen Säbel’ in Färbergasse (I, II,
III, today Färbergasse ), in the long and narrow wing that extended back from the main house. This
hypothesis fits all known evidence, apart from Leopold’s reference to ‘Tischler-Haus’, which remains unex-
plained. However, this does not seem to us a fatal problem. Although we do not take it as proven that the
Mozarts stayed in ‘Zum rothen Säbel’ in , as a working hypothesis it is far better than what has come
before.

The Mozarts remained in Vienna until  December , except for a visit to nearby Preßburg
(Bratislava) from  to  December. They were twice received by the imperial family at the palace in
Schönbrunn, and the children performed frequently in the houses of the upper nobility. Young Wolfgang
had many formative musical experiences, hearing the finest musicians in Vienna and musical works in
the most up-to-date styles; on  November he probably heard Gluck’s new opera Orfeo ed Euridice.

The trip was successful enough from Leopold’s point of view that he soon began planning a much longer
and more ambitious tour of Europe that would take the family away from Salzburg from  June 

until  November .
The stakes in the question of the Mozarts’ lodgings in  may seem low. But for an iconic figure like

Mozart, every scrap of biographical information can potentially have wide repercussions for the Mozart
industry, including (perhaps especially) tourism. For example, the Hotel Tigra in Vienna now occupies
the addresses Tiefer Graben –, incorporating the sites of Ditscher’s house (No. ) and both of
Fischer’s (nos  and ). Understandably, the hotel’s website currently uses Mozart’s (verified) stay in

 In his letter to Hagenauer of November , Leopold writes: ‘Gestern haben wir bey demH: vWahlau gespeist, und
Abends hat uns unser H: Doctor Bernhard in die Opera in eine Loge abgehollet’ (Yesterday we dined with Herr von
Wallau, and in the evening Herr Doctor Bernhard took us to a box at the opera). MBA, volume , . Philipp
Gumpenhuber, in his chronicle of the Viennese court theatre in , records that Gluck’s Orfeo was performed in
the Burgtheater on  November (‘Repertoire de tous les Spectacles qui ont été donné au Theatre près de la Cour
Comedies Allemandes, Comedies Françoises, Opera italiennes Accademies de Musique &c. depuis le .r Janvier jus-
qu’au  Dec[embre]  recueilli par Philippe Gumpenhuber’, Österreischische Nationalbibliothek, Vienna,
Musiksammlung, Mus. Hs. b, fol v).
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one of Fischer’s houses in  and his (incorrectly) alleged stay in one in  as part of their marketing,
even offering a ‘Mozart Package’ for visiting fans. In this, they are simply trusting what Mozart scholars
have repeatedly written; unfortunately, in this case, their trust has been partly misplaced. Our aim here
has been to discard unsupported and implausible prior theories about the Mozarts’ lodgings in , and
to offer a new analysis, starting afresh from verifiable primary evidence.

 See especially the page ‘The Sound of Mozart’s Residence’ https://www.hotel-tigra.at/en/mozart/ (March ). The
memorial plaque on the Hotel Tigra mentions only Wolfgang and Leopold’s visit of .

the mozarts ’ v i enne s e lodg ing s in  and the house zum rothen säbe l
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